The influence of traffic and wood combustion on the stable isotopic composition of carbon monoxide
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Abstract

Carbon monoxide in the atmosphere is originating from various combustion and oxidation processes. Recently, the proportion of CO resulting from the combustion of wood for domestic heating may have increased due to political measures promoting this renewable energy source. Here, we used the stable isotope composition of CO ($\delta^{13}$C and $\delta^{18}$O) for the characterization of different CO sources in Switzerland, along with other indicators for traffic and wood combustion (NO$_x$-concentration, aerosol light absorption at different wavelengths). We assessed diurnal variations of the isotopic composition of CO at 3 sites during winter: a village site dominated by domestic heating, a site close to a motorway and a rural site. The isotope ratios of wood combustion emissions were studied at a test facility, indicating significantly lower $\delta^{18}$O of CO from wood combustion compared to traffic emissions. At the village and the motorway site, we observed very pronounced diurnal $\delta^{18}$O-variations of CO with an amplitude of up to 8‰. Solving the isotope mass balance equation for three distinct sources (wood combustion, traffic, clean background air) resulted in diurnal patterns consistent with other indicators for wood burning and traffic. The average night-time contribution of wood-burning to total CO was 70% at the village site, 47% at the motorway site and 28% at the rural site based on the isotope mass balance. As this analysis showed a strong sensitivity towards the pure source isotope values, we additionally applied a combined CO/NO$_x$-isotope model for verification. Here, we separated the CO emissions into different sources based on different CO/NO$_x$ emissions ratios for wood combustion and traffic, and inserted this information in the isotope mass balance equation. Accordingly, a highly significant agreement between measured and calculated $\delta^{18}$O-values of CO was found ($r=0.67$, $p<0.001$). While different proxies for wood combustion all have their uncertainties, our results indicate that the oxygen isotope ratio of CO (but not the carbon isotope ratio) is an independent sensitive tool for source attribution studies.
1 Introduction

Carbon monoxide (CO) is an important trace gas of the atmosphere and widely studied due to its significant role in tropospheric chemistry (Crutzen and Zimmermann, 1991). In remote areas, CO is an important reactant of OH and thus influences the oxidation capacity of the troposphere. Also in polluted urban regions, CO is a significant OH sink (Dommen et al., 2002). However, CO reacts slower in the atmosphere compared to most other pollutants and can therefore be used as an overall indicator for the human activities related to emissions from combustion. When considering the isotope ratios of CO, this approach can be extended for the partitioning of emissions into different sources. It was shown in studies in a rural area (Schauinsland, Germany) (Gros et al., 2002) as well as in a remote area (Spitzbergen) (Röckmann et al., 2002) that the oxygen isotope ratio of CO is useful for the characterization of exceptional pollution events. The relatively low oxygen isotope content of CO from wood combustion ($\delta^{18}O \sim 16\%$) compared to CO from car emissions ($\delta^{18}O \sim 23.5\%$) enabled the detection of biomass burning events in these two studies. The method is not straightforward, however, because several source and sink effects have to be considered for explaining the $\delta^{18}O$ of CO and because the signals of the emissions are not very well known and may be variable (Tsunogai et al., 2003; Kato et al., 1999b). The main source of atmospheric CO besides the above-mentioned combustion processes is the oxidation of methane and non-methane hydrocarbons, which produces CO with a very low $^{18}O$ content (Gros et al., 2002). This effect is most important for aged air-masses and background air. On the other hand, the main sink effect, the reaction with OH to produce CO$_2$, involves a large inverse isotope effect, where the heavier $^{18}O$ reacts more readily than $^{16}O$, resulting in a depletion of the remaining C$^{18}O$ in the atmosphere (Brenninkmeijer et al., 1999). Accordingly, a careful analysis of the isotope balance has to be made or additional tracers for constraining the isotope budget have to be measured, e.g. $^{14}C$ of CO. Under conditions of heavy pollution, a simple two box-mixing model might be applicable by considering a source and background air (Kato et al., 1999a). Potentially, also $\delta^{13}C$
of CO may provide additional source information. The carbon isotopic composition of CO from automobile exhaust is known to be close to the isotopic compositions of fuels used (Stevens et al., 1972), while isotope fractionations during biomass burning may result in deviations of the isotope ratio from the original material (Kato et al., 1999b).

Emissions from wood combustion are not only important on the global scale, but are also relevant in regional pollution studies. Although the energy consumption from wood heating amounts to only a few percent compared to fossil fuel combustion in Switzerland, the emissions of carbonaceous particles from wood burning are significant and were apparently underestimated in the past. Furthermore, policies fostering the use of renewable sources of energy may result in increased use of wood for heating purposes in the future. A recent study based on $^{14}$C showed for an Alpine valley in winter that between 65% and 88% of carbonaceous matter of the ambient aerosol originate from non-fossil sources, most likely wood burning (Szidat et al., 2007). Also many VOC and OVOC concentrations are very strongly influenced by wood burning emissions (Gaeggeler et al., 2008). Even in a modern city like Zurich, biomass burning contributes significantly to the organic aerosol mass (Lanz et al., 2008; Szidat et al., 2006). During summer, forest and barbecue fires also result in a considerable fraction of the organic mass in urban areas (Lanz et al., 2007). A clear separation of the sources contributing to CO in the atmosphere could therefore further help in elucidating the role of wood combustion for the total pollution load.

In this study, we analysed $^{13}$C/$^{12}$C and $^{18}$O/$^{16}$O ratios of carbon monoxide at three sites, one influenced by domestic heating, one next to a motorway, and one at a rural location. The sampling was done at a high frequency (30 min intervals) over several days, to provide insights into short-term variability and diurnal cycles, using an automated sampling and analysis system. Data at such high temporal resolution are practically non-existent in the literature. Additional analyses were done in a controlled setting where emissions from a log wood stove were assessed at a test facility. The study was conducted in the framework of a project where aerosol emissions from wood burning were analysed in great detail, in both laboratory and field studies (AEROWOOD,
Aerosols from Wood burning versus other sources Sandradewi et al., 2008b; Weimer et al., 2008; Alfarra et al., 2007; Szidat et al., 2007). The isotope data were compared with other gas phase and aerosol parameters related to wood burning, mainly CO/NO\textsubscript{x}-ratios and aerosol light absorption measured by an aethalometer. For evaluating different sources to CO, we used an isotope mass balance model, a model based on CO/NO\textsubscript{x}-ratios and a combination of both. The main aim of the study presented here was to assess the use of high-frequency isotope data of CO for distinguishing between wood combustion and fossil fuel sources.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Sampling

Samples were collected during two campaigns in Southern Switzerland, investigating a village site (Roveredo, 46°14’18” N, 9°07’45” E, 298 m a.s.l.) and a site close to a motorway (Moleno, 46°16’46” N, 8°59’49” E, 254 m a.s.l.), complemented by one measurement period in a rural area in Northern Switzerland (Paul Scherrer Institute, PSI, 47°32’15”, 8°13’37”, 335 m a.s.l.) and a wood stove experiment at the test facility of the EMPA (Dübendorf). Roveredo is located in an Alpine valley (Mesolcina) with often strong and stable temperature inversion prevailing during winter, influenced by local heating and traffic from a transit route (San Bernardino route). A large percentage of the people of Roveredo burn wood for domestic heating purposes (75% of the heating installations are fuelled by wood). An intensive measurement campaign took place here in January 2005, with sampling for isotopes of carbon monoxide from 11–13 January with a time-resolution of approximately 30 min. The Moleno site was located on a parking lot directly at the Gotthard motorway (average traffic density 19 700 vehicles per day), while the next village is in a distance of 800 m. Due to the direction and dimensions of the valley, the sun is more often reaching the valley bottom compared to the Roveredo site and therefore comparably more convection is taking place during
daytime in winter. Sampling took place during February 2005, specifically on 8 to 9 February for the isotopes. The measurement period near PSI was conducted from 3 to 16 February 2006. The PSI is located in a rural area with forests and agricultural fields nearby, influenced by minor emissions from traffic. During all campaigns, meteorological parameters as well as CO, NOx and PM10 were continuously monitored.

The wood stove experiment at the test facility of EMPA was conducted during April 2005 (Weimer et al., 2008). For the isotope sampling, a log wood stove was fired with beech logs during 3 consecutive fires of approximately 30 min each. The wood stove was similar to those often used in households for domestic heating purposes, while beech is the main wood type (around 70%) burnt in Southern Switzerland. Sampling lines were connected from the exhaust tube of the stove to three dilution stages passing the emissions to a suite of instruments assessing gas phase (CO, NOx, etc.) and particle properties. Sampling for the isotopes took place after an overall dilution by a factor of 1200 by adding compressed air, which had the main purpose to cool and dilute the effluent gas close to “real-world” conditions and allow condensation of semi-volatile particles in reasonable amounts, which is important for the aerosol measurements.

2.2 Analysis

Air sampling for the isotope analysis of CO during all campaigns was done with inhouse-built automated samplers (ASA’s) that enable the time-programmed sampling of 33 samples of about 300 ml air in glass flasks (Theis et al., 2004). The air was drawn through magnesium perchlorate traps for drying at a rate of about 1 l/min, while the actual filling time was set to 3 min. The ASA’s have been successfully applied for isotope analysis of CO2, CH4 and CO (Theis et al., 2004). After transporting the ASA’s to the lab, they were attached to a modified Precon- and Gasbench-preparation unit (Thermo Finnigan, Bremen, Germany) for automated analysis. Isotopic carbon and oxygen isotope analysis was done in continuous-flow mode according to Mak and Yang (1998). In short, air samples passed through a liquid nitrogen trap and ascarite trap for complete removal of CO2. Then CO was converted to CO2 in a glass tube filled with Schütze
The evolving CO$_2$ was first trapped in a loop submersed in liquid nitrogen and then passed through a Poraplot-column before entering the mass-spectrometer (Delta-plus XL, Thermo Finnigan, Bremen, Germany). Isotope ratios are given as δ-values and expressed as relative deviations from the international standard, which is VPDB for carbon and VSMOW for oxygen (Saurer et al., 1998). As one oxygen-atom is added to CO in the Schütze reactor, a careful calibration and correction is necessary regarding the δ$^{18}$O-values (Mak and Yang, 1998). For this purpose, a standard CO gas with known isotopic composition was analysed in the same way as the samples, which then allowed calculating the isotopic composition of the oxygen of the Schütze reagent by a mass balance calculation. The standard CO was calibrated vs. VSMOW by analysis of water with a high-temperature pyrolysis-unit and the analysis of intercomparison water samples provided by the International Atomic Energy Agency (Saurer et al., 1998).

When filling a complete ASA (n=33) with a reference gas of 0.5 ppm CO in synthetic air (N$_2$/O$_2$), a standard deviation of 0.3‰ resulted for δ$^{18}$O, and 0.2‰ for δ$^{13}$C. Overall, CO isotopic values from 535 air samples are presented in this paper.

During the Roveredo campaign, aerosol light absorption was measured with a seven-wavelength aethalometer (Magee Scientific, λ=370, 470, 520, 590, 660, 880 and 950 nm) that was connected to a whole-air inlet without size-cut (Sandradewi et al., 2008b). This instrument collected the aerosols on quartz fibre filters at a flow rate of 2.5±0.1 lpm and recorded the data every 2 min. The absorption coefficient $b_{abs}$ indicating the light attenuation through the aerosol layer on the filter was calculated according to Lambert-Beer’s law (Sandradewi et al., 2008a). Based on the different wave-length dependence of $b_{abs}$ for wood burning (wb) and traffic-related particles, the contribution of these two sources to the absorption coefficients was calculated. The obtained $b_{abs}$ for pure wood burning at 470 nm and pure traffic at 950 nm were used in a linear model to estimate the fractional contribution of particulate matter (PM) from wood burning to the total PM, expressed as $\text{PM}_{wb}/(\text{PM}_{wb} + \text{PM}_{traffic})$ (Sandradewi et al., 2008a).
2.3 Calculations

2.3.1 Isotope mass balance

Assuming a gas sample to be a mixture of compounds 1, 2, \ldots N with concentrations or mass $m_1$, $m_2$, \ldots $m_N$, with the total mass

$$m_{\text{total}} = \sum_{i=1}^{N} m_i,$$

(1)

assuming further that the isotopic composition of the element of interest of each compound is $\delta_1$, $\delta_2$, \ldots $\delta_N$, then the isotopic composition of the mixture is due to mass balance given as:

$$\delta_{\text{mixture}} \approx \sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{m_i \delta_i}{\sum_{i=1}^{N} m_i},$$

(2)

This equation will be applied in the following to describe the isotopic composition of CO of an air sample as a mixture of different sources. Equation (2) would be mathematically correct when using fractions, but is only an approximation when using $\delta$-values.

2.3.2 The Keeling-plot approach

A special case of the isotope mass balance is a gas sample taken as the mixture of 2 compounds, namely background air ($\delta_{\text{bgd}}$, $m_{\text{bgd}}$), and a pollutant ($\delta_p$, $m_p$). The isotope ratio of the gas mixture is then given by

$$\delta_{\text{mixture}} = \frac{m_{\text{bgd}} \delta_{\text{bgd}} + m_p \delta_p}{m_{\text{bgd}} + m_p},$$

(3)
This equation can be rearranged as:

\[ \delta_{\text{mixture}} = \frac{m_{\text{bgd}} \delta_{\text{bgd}} + (m_{\text{mixture}} - m_{\text{bgd}}) \delta_{p}}{m_{\text{mixture}}} = \frac{m_{\text{bgd}} (\delta_{\text{bgd}} - \delta_{p})}{m_{\text{mixture}}} + \delta_{p}. \]  

(4)

Taking the background concentration, the background isotope ratio and the isotopic composition of the pollutant as constant, Eq. (4) is linear in \(1/m_{\text{mixture}}\) with y-intercept \(\delta_{p}\):

\[ \delta_{\text{mixture}} = \frac{\text{const.}}{m_{\text{mixture}}} + \delta_{p} \]  

(5)

This equation is very useful because it enables deriving the isotope value of the “pure” pollutant (\(\delta_{p}\)) from a scatter plot of the measured isotope ratios of air samples as a function of the inverse of the measured concentrations, without any further knowledge required about mixing ratios or isotope ratio of the background (Pataki et al., 2003). With some limitations, Eq. (5) is also applicable for more complex mixtures, assuming e.g. the pollutant to be itself a mixture of two pollutants. The y-intercept can then be interpreted as the isotope ratio of the pollutant mixture, but the linearity of Eq. (5) does not strictly hold when the pollutant composition is variable.

2.3.3 Isotope source separation

Ideally, one would like to solve the isotope mass balance (Eqs. 1, 2) for the different contributions \(m_{i}\). For our case, we assume three sources – traffic (t), wood burning (wb) and background (bgd) –, contributing with \(m_{t}\), \(m_{wb}\) and \(m_{bgd}\) to the total CO-concentration \(m_{\text{total}}\), being characterized by the isotope ratios \(\delta_{t}\), \(\delta_{wb}\), \(\delta_{bgd}\) and \(\delta_{\text{total}}\):

\[ \delta_{\text{total}} m_{\text{total}-CO} = \delta_{\text{bgd}} m_{\text{bgd}-CO} + \delta_{t} m_{t-\text{CO}} + \delta_{wb} m_{wb-\text{CO}} \]  

(6)

\[ m_{\text{total}-CO} = m_{\text{bgd}-CO} + m_{t-\text{CO}} + m_{wb-\text{CO}} \]  

(7)
While the $m_{\text{total}}$ and $\delta_{\text{total}}$ can be measured, the main difficulty here is that we have to know the pure source isotope values $\delta_{\text{bgd}}$, $\delta_{t}$ and $\delta_{\text{wb}}$, which also should be constant over time. Under certain conditions, we further assume a known and constant contribution of the CO background air, $m_{\text{bgd-CO}}=\text{const}$. The validity of these four assumptions will be discussed later in detail. Accordingly, the isotope mass balance equations reduce to a system of two equations with two unknowns ($m_{t-CO}$, $m_{\text{wb-CO}}$) and can therefore be solved, for instance, for the contribution of wood burning to the total CO: 

$$m_{\text{wb-CO}} = \frac{(\delta_{\text{total}} - \delta_{t}) m_{\text{total-CO}} + (\delta_{t} - \delta_{\text{bgd}}) m_{\text{bgd-CO}}}{(\delta_{\text{wb}} - \delta_{t})}.$$  

(8)

### 2.3.4 CO-NO$_x$ linear model

In this paragraph, we consider the gas phase concentrations (not isotope ratios) of NO$_x$ and CO, expressed for instance as partial pressures. Let's take a gas sample i with concentrations NO$_x$$_i$ and CO$_i$, which is a mixture of background air (bgd), traffic emissions (t) and wood burning (wb). The three sources contribute with different amounts $m_{\text{bgd}}$, $m_{t}$ and $m_{\text{wb}}$ for both CO and NO$_x$ to the gas mixture. This may be expressed as

$$\text{NO}_x_i = m_{\text{bgd-NO}_x} + m_{t-\text{NO}_x} + m_{\text{wb-NO}_x}$$  

(9)

$$\text{CO}_i = m_{\text{bgd-CO}} + m_{t-CO} + m_{\text{wb-CO}}$$  

(10)

Without any additional assumptions, it is not possible to extract these 6 different contributions to the measured concentrations CO$_i$ and NO$_x$i. However, when assuming 1) that the background is known and constant, $m_{\text{bgd-CO}}=\text{const}=\text{CO}_{\text{bgd}}$ and $m_{\text{bgd-NO}_x}=\text{const}.=0$, and 2) that the ratios $m_{t-CO}/m_{t-\text{NO}_x}=r_t$ and $m_{\text{wb-CO}}/m_{\text{wb-NO}_x}=r_{\text{wb}}$ are known and constant, then there is a solution. The first assumption (constant background) may be valid depending on the actual weather conditions for a limited time period. The NO$_x$-background is taken as zero only for simplicity, but could also have
a constant value \( >0 \). The second assumption is based on distinct CO/NO\(_x\) emission ratios for traffic emissions and wood burning (where the ratio is much larger for wood burning). By using these definitions and replacing \( m_{t-NO_x} \) and \( m_{wb-NO_x} \) in Eq. (10) with the help of the newly defined ratios, Eqs. (9) and (10) can be rewritten as:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{NO}_{xi} & = 0 + \frac{m_{t-CO}}{r_t} + \frac{m_{wb-CO}}{r_{wb}} \\
\text{CO}_i & = \text{CO}_{bgd} + m_{t-CO} + m_{wb-CO},
\end{align*}
\]

which are two equations for the two unknowns \( m_{t-CO} \) and \( m_{wb-CO} \). Solving for \( m_{wb-CO} \), the contribution of wood burning emissions to CO in the actual air sample, leads to:

\[
m_{wb-CO} = \frac{r_{wb} (\text{CO}_{bgd} - \text{CO}_i + r_t \text{NO}_{xi})}{r_t - r_{wb}}
\]

and therefore based on Eq. (12) the contribution of the traffic is:

\[
m_{t-CO} = \text{CO}_i - \text{CO}_{bgd} - \frac{r_{wb} (\text{CO}_{bgd} - \text{CO}_i + r_t \text{NO}_{xi})}{r_t - r_{wb}} = \frac{r_t (\text{CO}_i - \text{CO}_{bgd} + r_{wb} \text{NO}_{xi})}{r_t - r_{wb}}
\]

A graphical representation of the model will be shown later. The derivation of \( m_{t-NO_x} \) and \( m_{wb-NO_x} \) can be done in an analogous way (not shown).

2.3.5 Combined CO/NO\(_x\)-isotope model

Based on the isotope mass-balance (Eq. 2), we describe the isotopic composition of CO of an air sample \( (\delta_s) \) as a mixture of CO from background air \( (\delta_{bgd}, m_{bgd-CO}) \), CO from traffic \( (\delta_t, m_{t-CO}) \) and CO from wood burning \( (\delta_{wb}, m_{wb-CO}) \):

\[
\delta_s = \frac{\delta_{bgd} m_{bgd-CO} + \delta_t m_{t-CO} + \delta_{wb} m_{wb-CO}}{m_{bgd-CO} + m_{t-CO} + m_{wb-CO}}
\]
Using the above CO/NO$_x$-model and the assumptions therein, the coefficients $m_{t-CO}$ and $m_{wb-CO}$ can be calculated for every air sample from the CO and NO$_x$-concentrations using the expressions derived in Eqs. (13) and (14) (the concentration of CO of the background=$m_{bgd-CO}$ is still taken as constant). When the isotope ratios of the three sources are known, Eq. (15) can thus be solved and this calculated value compared with the measured isotope ratio of CO of a gas sample. (A similar equation could also be written for the isotope mass balance of NO$_x$, but this is not further discussed here due to the lack of isotope data of NO$_x$). The purpose of the combined CO/NO$_x$-isotope model is the verification of the isotope source separation (Eqs. 6–8).

3 Results

3.1 Wood stove experiment

Figure 1 shows δ$^{18}$O of CO plotted versus the inverse of the CO concentration for three consecutive fires of the combustion of beech logs. For obtaining the isotopic composition of the CO from the stove emissions, a correction had to be applied for the CO background in the dilution air. This was done by a two-box mixing model or Keeling-plot as explained in Sect. 2.3.2 and Eq. (5). The y-intercept indicating the oxygen isotope signal from the combustion source was similar for all three batches, with an average of 16.3‰ ± 0.6‰. The corresponding δ$^{13}$C-signal was −24.7‰ ± 1.0‰. The obtained value for δ$^{18}$O of CO from wood combustion is clearly lower than the values commonly observed for traffic emissions, which should be close to the value of atmospheric oxygen (O$_2$) of 23.5‰. Accordingly, a large difference of 7.2‰ results between δ$^{18}$O of CO from wood heating and from traffic emissions (Fig. 1).
3.2 Roveredo and Moleno: data overview

Isotope ratios and concentrations of CO are shown for a 48-h period in winter in Roveredo (Fig. 2), the village site affected mainly by domestic heating and to a minor degree by traffic emissions. The \( \delta^{18}O \) data show a very pronounced diurnal pattern with relatively low values in the night, a steep increase in the morning hours and high values during the day. The amplitude of this consistent signal over 2 days is almost 8‰. A diurnal pattern is also visible in the CO-concentrations, but with much higher noise (individual peaks) relative to the diurnal amplitude. In contrast, the \( \delta^{13}C \) data do not show any diurnal variation. A relatively high pollution level is evident from the concentration ranges of CO (300 to 1200 ppb), as well as of PM\(_{10}\) (5 to 80 \( \mu g/m^3 \)) and NO\(_x\) (10 to 140 ppb) data, which may be explained by the stable weather conditions with strong inversions and low wind speed during this period (Sandradewi et al., 2008b). The influence of NO\(_x\) products on the NO\(_x\) signal of the conventional instrument used (Steinbacher et al., 2007) can be assumed to be negligible in winter at these concentrations. Only during night, the downslope winds were carrying relatively clean air and diluted the air at the bottom of the valley, where also the low emissions during the night contributed little as evident from the low NO\(_x\) values, in particular from 03:00 to 06:00 a.m. (Prévôt et al., 2000b). Qualitatively, it seems obvious that the low \( \delta^{18}O \) values in Roveredo reflect the influence of wood burning. This will be discussed in more detail in the following.

For similar weather conditions as above (cold, low wind), the pollution situation and isotope values were assessed for a 24-h period in Moleno, a site close to a motorway, more than 600 m distant to the next small village (Fig. 3). Here, we observed the highest pollution during the night and early morning (not during the day as in Roveredo), which is probably caused by convection occurring during the day due to insolation and subsequent dilution of the polluted air, as reflected also in higher wind speeds around midday (data not shown). The concentrations of CO, NO\(_x\) and PM\(_{10}\) were higher than in Roveredo, with NO\(_x\) reaching 500 ppb in the morning rush hour. Two maxima per
day were observed for the NO$_x$ data, clearly reflecting the traffic density and mixing during the day. The oxygen isotope data of CO also showed a pronounced diurnal signal (Fig. 3), following the pollution trends with higher values during the day than in the night, but with a smaller amplitude (about 4‰) than in Roveredo. The $\delta^{13}$C values of CO also tended to be higher during the day than during the night, however, by less than 1‰.

### 3.3 Comparison with indicators for wood combustion versus traffic

In Fig. 4, we show the data of $\delta^{18}$O of CO for Roveredo together with CO/NO$_x$-ratios and parameters related to aerosol light absorption ($b_{\text{abs}}$ at 470 nm and 950 nm, and thereof calculated contribution of wood burning to particulate matter PM). Both CO/NO$_x$ and $\delta^{18}$O of CO show a strong, but opposite diurnal pattern, with either a maximum (CO/NO$_x$) or a minimum ($\delta^{18}$O) in the early morning hours and a subsequent steep decrease (CO/NO$_x$) or increase ($\delta^{18}$O) after the onset of traffic. It is known that due to a lower combustion temperature, much more CO and less NO$_x$ is emitted by wood combustion compared to traffic (Johansson et al., 2004; Kirchstetter et al., 1999). Therefore, the ratio of CO/NO$_x$ can be used as an indicator for the relative emission strength of wood burning and traffic, showing in Roveredo increased values during the night. Aerosol light absorption studies on wood smoke using an aethalometer showed that organic compounds in aerosols from wood combustion result in a strong UV absorption measured at low wavelengths, e.g. at 470 nm, whereas absorption of traffic-originating particles dominates at higher wavelengths, e.g. at 950 nm (Jeong et al., 2004). Accordingly, the diurnal course of the absorption coefficient $b_{\text{abs}}(470\ \text{nm})_{\text{wb}}$ indicates a dominant influence of wood burning during night on the total particle load. Based on the source separation model and calculation of PM$_{\text{wb}}/(\text{PM}_{\text{wb}}+\text{PM}_{\text{traffic}})$ (Sandradewi et al., 2008a), a contribution of wood burning up to 90% during night was obtained. During the day, the relative PM$_{\text{wb}}$ amount was 50–70%, with significant short-term variability.
tion to the pollution load at a similar time of the day. Linear correlation coefficients between the isotope ratio and the other parameters are $r = -0.68$ for $\delta^{18}O$ vs. CO/NO$_x$ and $r = -0.58$ for $\delta^{18}O$ vs. PM$_{wb}/(\text{PM}_{wb} + \text{PM}_{traffic})$.

3.4 Keeling plot analysis

The parallel behaviour of CO-concentrations and $\delta^{18}O$ as well as the lower isotope values during low pollution conditions indicate the importance of mixing with background air and therefore suggest the use of the Keeling-plot-approach for both sites. However, Keeling-plots in a situation where the pollution is a mixture of two or more sources needs some care in the interpretation. Varying contributions of traffic and wood combustion emissions during the day would violate the assumption of a constant $\delta_{\text{pollution}}$.

Indeed, the explained variance for the correlation of $\delta^{18}O_{\text{CO}}$ vs. $1/\text{CO}$ is rather low for Roveredo ($r^2 = 0.117$), with a y-intercept of 16.0‰ (which is almost identical to the 16.3‰ wood burning signal of the EMPA-study). In contrast, the same correlation for Moleno yields a much higher correlation coefficient ($r^2 = 0.609$), showing that the one-source assumption is more viable, whereby the y-intercept is 19.0‰ at this location. While these calculations are based on averages over the whole measured period, taking smaller time periods may much better satisfy the assumption of non-variable pollution mix and we therefore calculated Keeling-plot-intercepts for 3 h-averages (Fig. 5). Here, we find interesting differences between day and night for Roveredo, with low values in the range from 11–13‰ during the night, and values from 17–19‰ (maximum 19.5‰ from 06:00–09:00) during the day. Similar values around 18–20‰ were found in Moleno, but with no clear diurnal pattern (maximum value 20.0‰ from 15:00–18:00). The lower values for the isotopic signal of the pollution in Roveredo at night clearly indicate the influence of wood combustion, which has a lower $^{18}O$ content than traffic, resulting in differences of up to 8‰ between the values for Roveredo and Moleno. The values do, however, not match the expected values for “pure” emissions (23.5‰ for traffic and 16.3‰ for wood combustion). This discrepancy could have two reasons:
either the presumed source values are not applicable or rather the assumptions for the application of the Keeling-plot approach are not well enough fulfilled.

3.5 Source separation based on isotopes

Based on Eqs. (6–8), the relative contribution of wood burning to the total CO in an air sample can be estimated from the measurement of the concentration and oxygen isotope ratio of CO, assuming knowledge of the pure source isotope values. Since these source values have some uncertainty, a range of values is considered here. As base case, we take $\delta_t=23.5\%$ $\delta_{wb}=16.3\%$ (as discussed above) and $\delta_{bgd}=5\%$. The isotope source value for the background is particularly uncertain, whereby it is known to be relatively depleted in the heavier isotope (Brenninkmeijer et al., 1999). As a sensitivity test, we used the low and high extreme values of $\delta_t=20\%$ and $26\%$ $\delta_{wb}=14\%$ and $18\%$ and $\delta_{bgd}=3\%$ and $7\%$. Further, a background value of CO=181 ppm was determined from a regression analysis under early morning conditions (see next section). Accordingly, we calculated the wood burning contribution to the measured CO-concentration ($m_{wb-CO}$) for the Roveredo and Moleno campaigns with Eq. (8) (Fig. 6, Table 1). For the base case for Roveredo, we observed a clear diurnal pattern with an average value of $m_{wb}=70\%$ during the night (09:00 p.m. to 03:00 a.m.), and much lower values from 0–50% during the day. A higher variability is observed during the day when traffic is more frequent. In Fig. 6, also calculated values below zero (which are not possible in reality) are shown for a better assessment of the influence of the source isotope values. Those combinations of source isotope values that result in negative $m_{wb}$ can obviously be considered as not plausible. It is apparent from Fig. 6 that the scenarios with relatively low $\delta^{18}O$ for the traffic emissions ($\delta_{bgd}=5\%; \delta_{wb}=16.3\%; \delta_t=20\%$) and low $\delta^{18}O$ for the background CO ($\delta_{bgd}=3\%; \delta_{wb}=16.3\%; \delta_t=23.5\%$) result in the most negative values of $m_{wb}$ during the day. On the other hand, the scenario with a high value for the wood burning emissions ($\delta_{bgd}=3\%; \delta_{wb}=18\%; \delta_t=23.5\%$) results in values above 100% during the night, which again is physically not possible. For the Moleno site, a diurnal pattern in $m_{wb}$ is also visible, but less pronounced compared to the Roveredo
site. Excluding the extreme scenarios as above, the estimated values for $m_{\text{wb}}$ are 40% during the day and 47% during the night (Table 1). The traffic contribution to CO in Moleno is rather low, considering that the site is close to a motorway. Overall for both sites, a quite strong dependence of the estimated wood burning contribution on the source isotope values is observed.

3.6 CO/NO$_x$-model

In Fig. 7, a scatter plot of CO versus NO$_x$ data is shown for Roveredo for winter conditions. As mentioned above, the CO/NO$_x$-ratio of wood burning emissions is much higher than for traffic emissions. The range of values of CO/NO$_x$ observed in actual air samples depends on the contribution of these two sources and the admixture of background (relatively) clean air. The lowest ratios are observed when traffic emissions dominate, which is the case in the morning rush hour (06:00–07:00 a.m.), while the highest ratios are observed after midnight (02:00–03:00 a.m.), when traffic is minimal and heating dominates. Accordingly, we extracted emissions ratios for pure traffic ($r_t$) and pure wood burning ($r_{\text{wb}}$) by calculating the CO/NO$_x$-ratios, using the average of either the lowest 50% of values (for $r_t$) or the highest 50% values (for $r_{\text{wb}}$) of the respective 1 h-time slots. This calculation was done after subtracting a background of 181 ppb for CO determined from the y-intercept of the regression line for the morning rush hour conditions. We obtained $r_t=0.0015$ ppm/ppb and $r_{\text{wb}}=0.025$ ppm/ppb. These pure emission ratios correspond to the slopes indicated in Fig. 7 and represent lower and upper boundaries for the possible CO and NO$_x$ compositions. It is now possible extracting the individual contributions of wood burning and traffic with a linear model indicated by the arrows in Fig. 7, which is equivalent to the derivation in Sect. 2.3.4. Uncertainties in this approach are involved with the assumption of a constant background (CO=181 ppb, NO$_x$=0) and the way of derivation of values for $r_t$ and $r_{\text{wb}}$. While the first point seems plausible for the short time period where the model actually will be applied (2 days), the second point clearly leaves some uncertainty because pure emissions never really occur. Several additional tests were performed to check the plausibility
of the \( r_t \) and \( r_{wb} \)-values. CO/NO\(_x\) measurements during summer, for instance, were calculated to get an independent estimate of traffic emissions (because heating should be negligible in summer). The value obtained for \( r_t \) was higher (0.003 ppm/ppb), however, the original calculation was kept, because the traffic mix (diesel versus gasoline vehicles) may also be different in summer. Calculations in the following are shown for a range of \( r_b \) and \( r_{wb} \).

In Fig. 8 (upper graph), the results for the CO separation into the three sources background, traffic and wood burning are shown for Roveredo, for 11 to 13 January. The separation is based on the best estimates for the parameters (\( CO_{bgd} = 181 \) ppb, \( NO_x-bgd = 0 \) ppb, \( r_t = 0.0015 \) ppm/ppb and \( r_{wb} = 0.025 \) ppm/ppb) as discussed above. The striking features of this figure are: a) High values for the contribution of CO from wood burning during most of the day (65.8\% from 09:00 p.m.–03:00 a.m., maximum value 81.4\%), b) a low value of this contribution during a short period in the morning due to admixture of clean background air (during low CO conditions), c) traffic contributions of not more than 20\% during the day, and even lower during the night. The wood burning contribution as shown in Fig. 8 is also indicated in Fig. 6 for comparison with the calculations based on the isotope mass balance. There is a good agreement between \( m_{wb} \) calculated with the CO/NO\(_x\)-model and the base case scenario in the isotope-only model, particularly during the night, whereas during the day the \( m_{wb} \)-calculation with the CO/NO\(_x\)-model is higher. Further, the CO/NO\(_x\)-model seems to result in less short-term variability.

The influence of varying emission ratios \( r_t \) and \( r_{wb} \) on the \%-contribution of CO from wood burning is shown in Table 2 (based on the CO/NO\(_x\)-separation). Both ratios were changed by a factor of 3. It is obvious from this table that increasing \( r_t \) results in a relatively minor reduction in the calculated \%-contribution from wood burning of 4–9\%, while increasing \( r_{wb} \) at constant \( r_t \) affects these values by only 2–7\%. Higher deviations were observed for daytime hours, in particular for the morning rush hour, with differences up to 25\% for different emission ratios.

The calculation of the wood burning contribution to CO for Moleno calculated with
the CO/NO$_x$-model also yielded high values at night (Fig. 8, lower graph), but these high values were prevalent for a shorter time period compared to Roveredo. The night (09:00 p.m.–03:00 a.m.) average was 55.8% calculated with this model and thus somewhat higher than with the isotope mass balance (47%, see Table 1). The contribution of traffic was higher in Moleno compared to Roveredo for both day and night according to the CO/NO$_x$-model, while this was only the case during the night according to the isotope mass balance.

3.7 Combined CO/NO$_x$-isotope model

The calculated CO split into different sources with the CO/NO$_x$-model (Fig. 8) was then used as input for the combined CO/NO$_x$-isotope model (according to Eq. 15). Taking the base case for the pure source $\delta^{18}$O values (23.5‰ for traffic, 5‰ for background CO and 16.3‰ for wood burning), the isotopic composition of the air samples was calculated and compared to the measured values (Fig. 9). Generally, there is a good agreement between measured and modelled data for Roveredo ($r=0.67$, $p<0.001$), although modelled values are somewhat low during the day (06:00 a.m. to 06:00 p.m.). Nevertheless, the diurnal pattern is well reproduced by the model. The combined CO/NO$_x$-isotope model was also applied for Moleno, using the same parameters as in Roveredo. Here, an even better agreement between measured and modelled values was observed ($r=0.70$, Fig. 9, lower panel).

Besides the uncertainty in the CO/NO$_x$ separation due to uncertain emission ratios, the agreement between modelled and measured values depends strongly on the assumed isotope values for the different sources. We assessed the performance of the combined CO/NO$_x$-isotope model and its dependence on the used values of the pure isotope sources with a sensitivity analysis for Roveredo (Fig. 10). We varied the isotope value of CO from wood combustion from 8–20‰ and the background isotope composition from 1–9‰ keeping the relatively well known traffic isotope value as constant (23.5‰). As indicators of the performance of the model, we used the correlation coefficient between modelled and measured values ($r$), the slope of this correlation and...
the difference (offset) between model and data (expressed as square root of the sum of the squared differences). Obviously, the first two parameters should be as high as possible, while the latter one should be as low as possible for best model performance. It can be seen in Fig. 10 that \( r \) is highest for relatively low \( \delta^{18}O_{wb} \) (10–14‰), while the offset is lowest for high \( \delta^{18}O_{wb} \) (16–20‰), which makes it difficult to find the optimum \( \delta^{18}O_{wb} \). This holds for all \( \delta^{18}O_{bgd} \), but the mismatch between the optima regarding \( r \) and the offset is lowest for relatively high \( \delta^{18}O_{bgd} \). The slope criterion, however, indicates that too high values for \( \delta^{18}O_{bgd} \) are not appropriate, because then the slope would be too low. The slope would be highest for high \( \delta^{18}O_{wb} \). Overall, it therefore seems that the values used so far (from literature and the wood-stove experiment) are close to optimum, because it is not possible to improve both \( r \) and the offset by changing \( \delta^{18}O_{wb} \), while changing \( \delta^{18}O_{bgd} \) would either increase the offset (when decreasing \( \delta^{18}O_{bgd} \)) or decrease the slope (when increasing \( \delta^{18}O_{bgd} \)).

3.8 Rural site (PSI)

For a better assessment of diurnal cycles and the influence of meteorological conditions on the isotope variations of CO, an 18-day period was analysed at a rural site (PSI) during winter 2006. The investigated period was characterized by dry and cold conditions, with temperatures mostly around or below the freezing point (Fig. 11). Precipitation only occurred two times (on 8 and 16 February), both times associated with a drop in air pressure and increase in temperature, indicating the passage of a warm front. Further, a drop in the CO-concentration as well as the \( \delta^{18}O \) of CO was observed, more strongly in the second event (Fig. 11). While the change in pressure was a gradual one occurring over several hours, the CO drop was almost instantaneous at the passage of the front, which obviously removed the local pollution and replaced it with relatively clean air. Over the whole 18-day period, \( \delta^{18}O \)-values of CO closely followed the course of the CO-concentration. Between the first and the second rain event, CO-concentrations as well as \( \delta^{18}O \) of CO increased slowly due to accumula-
tion of pollutants in the inversion layer. The Keeling-plot approach revealed a value of $\delta^{18}\text{O}=19.5\%$ for the average pollution. The carbon isotope ratio of CO did not change during the rain events and did not show systematic longer-term variations either, but rather seemed to be influenced by small local disturbances. There is a significant negative correlation between the CO-concentration and $\delta^{13}\text{C}$ ($r=-0.37$), which is much weaker, however, than the respective correlation for $\delta^{18}\text{O}$ ($r=0.88$).

There are no clear diurnal cycles observed for $\delta^{13}\text{C}$ and $\delta^{18}\text{O}$ of CO at the rural site PSI and accordingly there is no correlation between the hour of day and the isotope signals (Fig. 11, Table 3). A correlation analysis with meteorological conditions showed that wind speed and air pressure can best explain the $\delta^{18}\text{O}$ variations (Table 3). The same analysis for $\delta^{13}\text{C}$ also showed a significant influence of these meteorological parameters. Further, the passage of weather fronts (represented by temperature and rainfall) had a strong impact on $\delta^{18}\text{O}$.

Estimation of different contributions of pollution sources to CO at rural sites may be more challenging, because the signal is relatively small compared to the background variability and the assumption of three distinct sources (wood burning, traffic, background) as in the Roveredo/Moleno cases less straightforward. Nevertheless, we applied the isotope separation model (Eq. 8) to the PSI data, assigning the exact same $\delta^{18}\text{O}$ values for the pure sources (referring to the base case above, $\delta_{\text{bgd}}=5\%$; $\delta_{\text{wb}}=16.3\%$; $\delta_{t}=23.5\%$) and further using 55 ppb as background CO-concentration. On average, we found a contribution of wood burning $m_{\text{wb}}$ to total CO of 23.5% (1$\sigma=12.0\%$), with no clear trends over the investigated period, but relatively high variability during low CO-concentration periods (Fig. 11, Table 1). Interestingly, some anomalously high $m_{\text{wb}}$ values appear to be related to low $\delta^{13}\text{C}$ values the reason for which is unknown. Diurnal cycles in calculated $m_{\text{wb}}$ are absent, except maybe for 7 to 10 February. The CO/NO$_x$ separation model could not be applied at the PSI site, unfortunately, due to the lack of NO$_x$ measurements.
4 Discussion and conclusions

The difference in $\delta^{18}O$ between wood burning and traffic CO emissions should in principle enable the distinction between these pollutant sources in atmospheric samples, but the isotope values of the pure emissions need to be carefully assessed. Regarding the wood burning isotope signal, the value of 16.3‰ obtained in our wood-stove experiment agrees very well with other estimates in the literature, namely 18‰ ±1‰ (Stevens and Wagner, 1989) and 16.3‰ (Gros et al., 2002). In a controlled wood burning experiment, a larger range of values was reported, with low values down to 10‰ for the smoldering phase, but the set-up used may be more representative for open fires (Kato et al., 1999b). This study indicated that under poor combustion conditions (e.g. low temperature or low oxygen), when the highest CO emissions occur, the highest isotope fractionation is involved resulting in the lowest $\delta^{18}O$ values. Regarding traffic CO emissions, values are expected to be less variable and close to the value of atmospheric $O_2$, which is 23.5‰. A range of values was, however, reported for car emissions, where fuel type (Kato et al., 1999a) and the use of catalysts (Huff and Thiemens, 1998) showed to have an impact on the $\delta^{18}O$ of the emitted CO. In particular, diesel emissions were reported to produce significantly lower values than the atmospheric 23.5‰. Depending on the car mix and the relative number of trucks, variable source values are to be expected. Kato et al. (1999a) observed an average source value of 20.7‰ ±0.5‰ for Mainz, Germany, sampled over an annual course and estimated the contribution of diesel exhaust to total CO as 14%. Based on the “theoretical” value for traffic and our estimated value for wood-burning, we would expect a difference in $\delta^{18}O$ between the two emissions of about 23.5‰=16.3‰=7.2‰ (assuming that the commercial wood-stove tested mimics the emissions from real residential heating in the investigated area well). But based on all numbers discussed above, this difference could be as low as 20.7–18.3=2.4‰ or as high as 23.5‰=10‰=13.5‰. For $\delta^{13}C$, the difference between the biomass burning and fossil fuel combustion signal is clearly smaller. Car emissions are expected to be isotopically lighter than the value
of \(-24.7\%\) found in our assessment of the wood stove emissions, possibly by about \(1\text{–}4\%\) (Widory et al., 2004). This small difference is a drawback for the successful use of carbon isotopes in source apportionment, which is also confirmed by the small variability of \(\delta^{13}C\) observed in our study.

Oxygen isotope values of CO at the village site Roveredo observed during the day in winter were much higher, when traffic was more frequent, compared to the evening and the night, when heating emissions dominated, reflecting the difference between the two sources. Other indicators of wood burning showed similar diurnal courses, namely the CO/NO\(_x\)-ratios and light absorption coefficients of aerosols collected on filters. The latter data in the low UV-range are known to be correlated to wood burning signature as organic compounds in wood smoke aerosols result in a strong UV absorption. Recent investigations also show a strong correlation between the absorption coefficients and \(^{14}C\) data of carbonaceous aerosols collected during the same period and therefore enabled a quantitative calibration of the aethalometer data (Sandradewi et al., 2008a). \(^{14}C\) is related to the ratio of fossil to non fossil sources and therefore depends to a large degree on the ratio of wood burning to traffic (Szidat et al., 2007). The radiocarbon data showed that the carbonaceous particles during the evening in winter in Roveredo originate to a major part from wood combustion, up to 90\% during the night. Similar estimates for particulate matter originating from wood burning were obtained by the aethalometer model. The significant correlation between \(\delta^{18}O\) of CO and PM\(_{wb}/PM_{total}\) indicates an influence of wood burning for all these parameters.

By high-resolution sampling, a very pronounced diurnal cycle in \(\delta^{18}O\) of CO (not in \(\delta^{13}C\)) could be detected. The diurnal variations are, however, not only caused by variations in the sources, but also by turbulence and convection and mixing with clean, background air from higher levels of the atmosphere. The diurnal pattern is strongly enhanced by the alternating occurrence of static and turbulent conditions typical for valleys (Prévôt et al., 2000a). This is similar for the two polluted sites studied, even when the dilution occurs by downwind-slopes at night in Roveredo, or by convection during the day in Moleno. These results are in strong contrast with a prolonged series of mea-
surements done in flat terrain at a rural location. First, the source strength is smaller for this site. The emissions are farther away and have more time to mix. Weaker inversions over the flatter terrain also allow longer transport distances and thus mixing of source regions compared to the valley. The sites in the valley are thus more affected by close pollution sources and subject to higher CO-concentrations (300–1500 ppb) compared to the rural site (CO-range from 70 to 400 ppb), and second there is not this distinct alternating pattern of static and turbulent conditions when a typical wintertime stratus cloud deck is covering the flat terrain in Switzerland. Accordingly, no significant diurnal signal in $\delta^{18}$O of CO was observed on flat terrain at the site PSI, but a strong influence of the synoptic weather patterns, reflected in the high correlations to wind speed and atmospheric pressure (Table 3). This again emphasizes the important influence of background air compared to local conditions. This holds in particular, as CO in background air with increasing age of the air masses is affected by fractionation processes that result in a very low $^{18}$O-content (Brenninkmeijer et al., 1999).

For a quantitative analysis including the effect of the admixture of background air, a Keeling-plot approach is often useful. This calculation, however, is not straightforward as it is based on the assumption that the contributions of wood burning and traffic should not be variable over time, otherwise violating the assumptions of two end-member mixing model (Eqs. 3–5). In fact, there is no significant linear correlation observed between $\delta^{18}$O and 1/CO for Roveredo and therefore the calculation fails. The approach was more promising, however, for shorter periods (3-h-averages), where the ratio of wood burning to traffic emissions can be considered more stable, and resulted in y-intercepts varying between about 11‰ at night up to 19‰ during the day. These values are partly falling out of the expected range. The reason for this mismatch could be lower values for the traffic emissions than 23.5‰ (due to significant diesel contribution), lower values for wood burning emissions (due to poor burning conditions) or still variable contributions of wood burning and traffic at this time-resolution. The conditions at the study site are apparently not ideal for applying the Keeling-plot calculation, although the difference in the y-intercepts between Roverdo and Moleno of 0–8‰ is not
out of the range of values indicated above for possible differences between wood combustion and traffic (up to 13.5‰). The y-intercept for the rural site was 19.5‰ showing a traffic dominated signal similar to Moleno.

Solving the isotope mass balance equation for the wood burning contribution to CO for Roveredo and Moleno (Fig. 6) resulted on the one hand in a plausible diurnal pattern of traffic dominated emissions during the day and wood burning dominated emissions during the night, but on the other hand also showed a strong sensitivity of the model result to the input parameters. For the base case scenario, we inferred a \( m_{wb} \) of 60%–80% for Roveredo and 40–60% for Moleno during night. Nevertheless, a quantitative analysis is still hampered by the incomplete knowledge of the source isotope values. We found that changes of only a few permil in the assumed source isotope values may easily result in changes of 20 or more percent in the calculated \( m_{wb} \). We investigated a range of values for the three different sources and could to some degree constrain possible source isotope values with the aid of the simple criterion that \( m_{wb} \) should not be smaller than 0% and not larger than 100% during any time of the investigated period. In this way, we could show that \( \delta_{bgd} \) should be close to 5‰ while \( \delta_t \) is more likely 23.5‰ and not 20‰ as was inferred by (Kato et al., 1999a) for a German city.

For an independent evaluation of this result and to more clearly constrain the isotope budget, we considered an additional parameter which is related to wood burning and traffic emissions as well, that is the CO/NO\(_x\)-ratio. The gas phase concentrations of CO and NO\(_x\) are rather simple to measure and are routinely monitored at many stations for air quality control. However, there is a similar problem as above in that the “pure” CO/NO\(_x\)-ratios for wood burning and for traffic are not very well confined for the actual emissions or may be variable over time. We approached this problem by a detailed analysis of CO/NO\(_x\)-ratios at different times of the day, assigning the highest values to wood-emissions and the lowest values to traffic emissions. The calculated \( m_{wb} \) with this model agrees remarkably well with the independent estimation based on the isotope source separation model (Fig. 6). The two models yield similar diurnal patterns for Roveredo and Moleno and similar maximum night-time contributions of
about 70–80% in Roverdo and 50–60% in Moleno. Results from $^{14}$C measurements indicated even higher contributions of non-fossil derived carbonaceous aerosols in the evening, which could be due to higher emission ratios of wood burning to traffic for carbonaceous aerosols compared to CO (Szidat et al., 2007). The surprisingly high contribution of non-fossil carbonaceous aerosol in Moleno was explained by the influence of heating sources in the surrounding villages. At a rural site (PSI), we observed much lower wood burning contributions (20–30%) to CO – a result that was expected because wood-heating in this area is not known as very significant. Still, these findings confirm that wood burning emissions during winter may be a much more wide-spread phenomenon in industrialized regions than previously assumed. In Zurich, a city approximately 30 km distant from the PSI site, biomass burning emissions were estimated to contribute between 25% and 40% to the total carbonaceous aerosol load in winter (Szidat et al., 2006; Lanz et al., 2008), similar to the value of 20–30% inferred here for CO at the rural site.

Finally, with the CO/NO$_x$-isotope model (Eq. 15), we applied a novel combination of isotope and gas phase measurements to tackle the problem that the source isotope values are not known very precisely. This combined model performed well on the “best estimates” (base case) for the pure isotope source values, for two different sites with different pollution mixtures and different advection of clean background air. The strengths of the approach are twofold: (1) It confirms indirectly the usefulness of the CO/NO$_x$-split model (Eqs. 9–14), because it would not work on two such different sites as Roveredo and Moleno if the emission ratios would not be appropriate. By including the isotope part, it is therefore possible to confirm the split-model (assuming here that the isotope source values are appropriate). The CO/NO$_x$-split model can then be applied to much larger datasets and other stations because these data are widely available (2) Testing the isotope source values is possible by a sensitivity analysis (Fig. 10). This test indicated that our best estimate values are actually close to optimum, because changing the source values would either reduce the correlation coefficient between measurements and calculations or would result in an offset between the two.
These two applications of the model are not independent from each other as the first assumes knowledge of the source isotope values to test the CO/NO$_x$-split model, while the second assumes the CO/NO$_x$-split model to be correct for testing variations of the isotope source values. The good agreement between model and measurements in Fig. 9 is a strong indication for the usefulness of the combined model, but we would consider it a proof of concept rather than a strict validation. More studies with better definition of the source isotope values would clearly be helpful to verify the approach. This could be done with the help of Keeling-plot analyses in situations where one pollutant dominates. Once the source values are better characterized the isotope mass balance equation may be more widely applied. We think that the CO/NO$_x$-model and the isotope mass balance are complementary and confirm each other in a situation where there are uncertainties in both.
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### Table 1. CO attributed to different sources as calculated with the isotope mass balance (Eqs. 6–8, parameters according to the base case scenario). Average values for the three investigated sites are shown, where “Day” corresponds to 09:00 a.m.–03:00 p.m. and “Night” to 09:00 p.m.–03:00 a.m.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Day/night</th>
<th>CO wood burning [%]</th>
<th>CO traffic [%]</th>
<th>CO background [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Roveredo Day</td>
<td>37.1</td>
<td>35.1</td>
<td>27.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roveredo Night</td>
<td>69.8</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>27.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moleno Day</td>
<td>40.1</td>
<td>30.5</td>
<td>29.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moleno Night</td>
<td>47.4</td>
<td>36.9</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSI Day</td>
<td>26.6</td>
<td>36.6</td>
<td>36.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSI Night</td>
<td>28.3</td>
<td>38.8</td>
<td>32.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. CO originating from wood burning for Roveredo (09:00 p.m.–03:00 a.m., 11–13 January 2005) calculated with the CO/NO\textsubscript{x}-model for varying emissions ratios for traffic ($r_t$) and wood burning ($r_{wb}$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$r_t$ [ppm/ppb]</th>
<th>$r_{wb}$ [ppm/ppb]</th>
<th>CO from wood burning [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>67.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>65.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>63.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>66.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>62.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>58.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>65.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>61.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>56.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. Correlation coefficients (r) between meteorological conditions and the isotope ratios of CO for the rural site PSI. Correlations for the hour of the day are also shown. Bold numbers are significant according to t-test ($p<0.001$)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$\delta^{13}$C [%o]</th>
<th>$\delta^{18}$O [%o]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hour GMT</td>
<td>−0.16</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wind direction (DEG)</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>−0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wind speed (m/s)</td>
<td><strong>0.27</strong></td>
<td><strong>−0.68</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wind speed N-S component (m/s)</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td><strong>−0.58</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Windspeed E-W component (m/s)</td>
<td><strong>0.24</strong></td>
<td>−0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air pressure (mbar)</td>
<td>−0.30</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature (°C)</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td><strong>−0.42</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rainfall (MM)</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>−0.31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 1. Oxygen isotope ratios of CO as a function of the inverse of the CO-concentration for the EMPA wood stove experiment, in comparison with the estimated value for car emissions.
**Fig. 2.** Temporal evolution of temperature, PM$_{10}$, NO$_x$, carbon and oxygen isotope ratios and concentrations of CO over 48 h in winter in the village Roveredo, Switzerland.
Fig. 3. Temporal evolution of temperature, PM$_{10}$, NO$_x$, carbon and oxygen isotope ratios and concentrations of CO over 24 h in winter near a motorway (Moleno, Switzerland).
Fig. 4. Comparison of CO/NO$_x$-ratios and $\delta^{18}$O of CO with aethalometer results (aerosol light absorption coefficient $b_{\text{abs}}$ and calculated proportion of PM from wood burning) for the measurement campaign in Roveredo.
**Fig. 5.** Keeling plot intercepts determined from the correlation between 1/CO and $\delta^{18}$O for Roveredo and Moleno (average values for different times of the day).
Fig. 6. Calculated wood burning contribution to CO ($m_{wb}$) according to the isotope source separation model (Eq. 8) for different input parameters. The results according to the CO/NO$_x$-split model are also shown.
Fig. 7. CO/NO$_x$ scatter plot for data from Roveredo (large symbols: data from 11–13 January 2005, small symbols: data from 1–31 January 2005), shown together with theoretical lines based on pure traffic and pure wood combustion CO/NO$_x$ emissions. The arrows indicate how an actual sample (NO$_{xi}$, CO$_i$) can be expressed as linear combination of traffic and wood combustion emissions.
Fig. 8. CO split into different sources based on the CO/NO$_x$-model (Eq. 13).
Fig. 9. Comparison of calculated and measured $\delta^{18}O$ (model based on the combination of CO/NO$_x$-separation and isotope mass balance, Eq. 15).
Fig. 10. Sensitivity analysis of the combined CO/NOx-isotope model (Eq. 15). The model performance is given as a function of the assumed values of $\delta^{18}$O of wood combustion, showing (a) correlation coefficient for the regression between measured and modelled values, (b) slope and (c) offset between measurements and model (square root of sum of squared differences). Different lines in each panel refer to different values for the $\delta^{18}$O of the background. The black dot indicates the values used as the base case scenario.
Fig. 11. Meteorological parameters, CO-concentration, isotope ratios of CO, and calculated contribution of wood-combustion to CO according to the isotope separation model (Eq. 8) over a period of 18 days in winter at a rural site (PSI).